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ABSTRACT 
We present a class of relaxed parallel multisplitting algorithms, called the parallel 
multisplitting AOR algorithm, for solving large nonsingular systems of equations 
AX = b. This new algorithm is a generalization and improvement of the relaxed 
parallel multisplitting method [Linear Algebra Appl. 119:141-152 (1989)]. Based on 
the new algorithm model, we establish another algorithm called the relaxed parallel 
multisplitting AOR algorithm. The convergence of these algorithms is discussed; 
under the condition that A is a monotone matrix, we obtain corresponding conver- 
gence results. These convergence conditions are convenient to verify. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The parallel multisplitting iterative method for solving large systems of 
linear algebraic equations 
Ax=b, AEL(R”), x,bER”, (1.1) 
was first presented by O’Leary and White [6] in 1985. Through multisplitting 
of the matrix A, 
A=B,-C,, detBk#O, k =1,2 ,..., (Y, 
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they constructed the iterative procedures 
Fk(x”) = BklCkxm + &lb, k=1,2 ,..., a, (1.2) 
of (1.1). By introducing weighting matrices E, for k = 1,2,. . . , a, with 
E, > 0 diagonal and CkEk = I, where Z E L(R”) is the identity matrix, they 
combined (1.2) and obtained the parallel multisplitting iterative method 
x *+I= CEk~k(~m), m=O,l,... (I.31 
k 
Since for fixed m the calculations can be done independently of each other, if 
E,, Rk are chosen appropriately the algorithm can be executed in parallel. 
Moreover, a component of F,(x”) need not be computed if the correspond- 
ing diagonal entry of E, is zero. This may result in considerable savings of 
computational time. Numerical examples, convergence results, and modifica- 
tions of (1.3) can be found in [2], [3], [5], [8], and [9]. 
In this paper, we present a class of relaxed parallel multisplitting algo- 
rithms called the parallel multisplitting AOR algorithm for solving large 
nonsingular systems of equations (l,l>. This new algorithm is a generaliza- 
tion and improvement of [3]. Based on the new algorithm model, we establish 
another algorithm called relaxed parallel multisplitting AOR algorithm. The 
convergence of these algorithms is discussed; under the condition that the 
matrix A is a monotone matrix, we obtain corresponding convergence 
results. These convergence conditions are convenient to verify. 
2. ALGORITHMS 
Suppose that A E L(R”) is a nonsingular real matrix. Let Lk E L(R”) be 
strictly lower triangular matrices for k = 1,2,. . . , a, and consider U,, Ek E 
L(R”), k = 1,2,. . . , a, satisfying 
(I) A=D-L,-U,, k=1,2 ,..., cr, where D = diag(A), det D # 0, and 
the matrices U, are in general not upper triangular; 
(2) Ck E, = Z [I E L(R”) the identity matrix], where the matrices Ek are 
diagonal and Ek > 0. 
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Then the collection of triples (D - L,, U,, E,), k = 1,2,. . . , a, is called a 
multisplitting of A. 
We introduce the operators Fk by 
r > 0, w>o, k=1,2 ,..., a. 
Obviously, the exact solution r * = A - ‘b of the linear system (1,l) is a fixed 
point of the operators Fk, k = 1,2,. . . , CY, for any r > 0, w > 0. 
ALGORITHM 1. Choose x0 E R” arbitrarily. For m = 0, 1,2,. . . until con- 
vergence, 
x m+l= CE~F~(~,W,X~), 
k 
r 2 0, 0 > 0. 
If we define the matrix 
and the vector 
b MAOR(r,m) = $EdD-rLd-‘(ob), 
then from Algorithm 1 we get 
x m+l_ -~MAOR(T,W)~C~+~MAOR(I.,O), m=O,l,... . (2.2) 
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It is easy to see that the iterative method (2.2) is convergent if and only if 
(2.3) 
where p(_/MAoa(r, w)) is the spectral radius of the matrix _Yr,,,,oa(r, 0). 
Obviously, if (Y = 1, L, is the strictly lower matrix of A, and U, is the 
strictly upper matrix of A, then the above algorithm (2.2) will reduce to the 
well-known AOR algorithm [4]. Hence we call algorithm (2.2) a parallel 
multisplitting AOR algorithm or _YMAoR (r, @)-method. Furthermore, we 
observe that for specific values of the parameters r and w, the 
-8 MAoa( r, w me o re )- th d d uces to the following well-known methods: 
_Y MAOR(O, I&method = _./,,-method ( parallel multisplitting Jacobi 
method); 
_.8 MAoR(1, I)-method = dMcs -method (parallel multisplitting Gauss- 
Seidel method); 
_8 MAoR(O, @)-method = _k’M,a-method ( parallel multisplitting relaxed 
Jacobi method); 
_.ZY MAoa(w, w&method = _.8Mso,(o)-method (parallel multisplitting SOR 
method) [3]. 
It should be noted that, except for the case r = 0, the lM,o,(r, w)- 
method is essentially the extrapolated -~Y~,,a(r, o)-method with overrelax- 
ation parameter T and extrapolation parameter y = w/r, which can easily be 
shown from the following equation: 
_k MAOR(r,~) = %fMSOR(r) +(I- 711. (2.4) 
Hence, the _YMAoa (r, o)-method is a generalization and improvement of the 
_L ,,o,(r)-method. 
Based on Algorithm 1, we further introduce the relaxation parameter 
/3 > 0, and obtain the following algorithm. 
ALGORITHM 2. Choose x0 E R” arbitrarily. For m = 0,1,2,. . . until con- 
vergence, 
x ““=PxEkFk( r,W,rm)+(I-p)rm, 
k 
ra0, w>o, p>o. n 
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If we define the matrix 
J MAORR (~,w,p)=PCEk(D-~~.Lk)-l[(l-W)D+(O--)Lk+WUk] 
k 
+(1--P)Z (2.5) 
and the vector 
b MAORR (r,w,p>=PCEk(D-TLk)-l(wb), 
k 
then from Algorithm 2 we obtain 
x m+l_ - dMAORR( r,w,P)Xm + bMAo,,(r,w,@, m=0,1,2 ,.... (2.6) 
From (2.1) and (2.5) we can easily obtain the following relationship between 
the k~~on<r, W) and dMAona(r, W, p>: 
Thus by (2.4) we have 
_f MAORR (r, w, P) = hdMSOR (r)+P(l-Y)z+(l-PP)z 
=P~dMsOR(r)+(l-P~)z’ (2.7) 
Hence, the JMAORR( r, w, /3)-method is also an extrapolated _YMSOR(r)- 
method with overrelaxation parameter r = 0 and extrapolation parameter 
S = /3y = pm/r. Thus, the _.LMAo,,( r, w, p)-method is a generalization and 
improvement of the _&‘,,,,(r)-method with three parameters. 
3. CONVERGENCE 
Let x E R”. We say x > 0 ( > 0) if its components xi > 0 ( > 0), i = 
1,2 ,..., 12. 
Let A, B E L(R”). We write A Q B if aij < bij holds for all entries of 
A = (ajj) and B =(bij), calling A E L(R”) nonnegative if A > 0. By IAl = 
(]aijl) we define the absolute value of A E L(R”); it is a nonnegative matrix 
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satisfying ]AB] < IA] IB]. We denote by (A) = ((aij)) the comparison matrix 
(Ostrowski matrix) of A E L( R “), where 
Ca,j> = 
i 
laijl if i=j, 
-laijl if i#j. 
We call A = (aij) E L(R”) an M-matrix if it is nonsingular with aij < 0 for 
i # j and with A-’ > 0. We call it an H-matrix if (A) is an M-matrix. We 
call A=(uij)~L(R”) an L-matrix if a,,>0 (i=1,2,...,n) and aij<O, 
i#j, i,j=1,2 ,..., n. 
The splitting of A E L(R”) into 
A=B-C, det B # 0, (3.1) 
is called regular if C > 0 and if B-’ > 0. We call (3.1) an M-splitting if B is 
an M-matrix and C > 0. For more detailed background on nonnegative 
matrices, monotone matrices, and related topics see [l], [7], and [lo]. 
Obviously, if A E L(R”) is an H-matrix, and if A = D - B, D = diag(A), 
then we have p(] DI-‘IBI) < 1 [3]. 
We first establish a convergence result for the JnAoa(r, w)-method. 
THEOREM 1. La? A E L(R”) be an H-matrix, and (D - L,,U,, Ek), 
k=12 , , . . . , (Y, be a m&splitting of A. Assume that we have 
<A) = IDI- ILkI- IV,1 = IDI- k-4, k=1,2 ,..., o. (3.2) 
Then the _fMAOR(r, w)-method converges for any starting vector x0 E R” 
when 0 Q r < w, w E (0,2/(1+ p(I DI-‘1 BI)). 
Proof. In order to prove convergence of the lM,,,(r, w)-method, we 
need only show that P(IJMAOR(r, 011) < 1, since 
Since A is a H-matrix and since for k = 1,2,. . . , a, L, is a strictly lower 
triangular matrix, we see that for k = 1,2,. . . , a, ( D - rLk) is an L-matrix 
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and 
(D - rLk)-l = (ID]- T]L~I)-~ > 0. 
Thus the D - rL, are H-matrices for k = 1,2,. . . , a. Hence the inequality 
I(D-rLli)-lI<(D-rLk)pl=(/Dl-r~Lkl)-l, k=l,Z,...,a, 
holds [3]. Let 
(3.3) 
From (2.1) we obtain 
<~Ek(D-rL,)-‘\(l-w)D+(o-r)Lk+o~,I. (3.4) 
k 
Now let the inequality 0 < r < w < 1 hold. Then we have 
l(l-o)D+(w-r)LkfwUkI~(l--)lDl+(w-rr)lLkl+~lUkl. (3.5) 
We denote 
Thus from (3.31, (3.41, and (3.5) we obtain the inequality 
hence the inequality 
holds. 
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In order to show P(& EkMk(~)-liV~l)(r, w)) < 1, we consider 
= WIDI- d&l- o(lLJ+ I&l)+ dLkl 
= w(lD/- ILkI- &I) = w(A), k = 1,2 ,..., a. (3.6) 
Since Mk(r) are M-matrices and Nk(‘)(r, w) > 0 for k = 1,2,. . . , a, the split- 
ting Mk(r)- @)(r,o) is an M-splitting of w(A) for k = 1,2,...,(~. We 
observe that o(A) is an M-matrix. Thus from Lemma 2.161, (iv) of [5], we 
see that the block matrix 
A(r,w) = B(r,w)-C(r,w), 
where 
B(T,w) = 
is also a nonsingular M-matrix, and that B(r,w)-C(r, 01 is a regular 
splitting of A(r,o). Hence, we have I101 
p(B(r,o)-‘C(r,w)) < 1. 
p ~E&k(+lNk(l+-,~) ( 
’ k i M,(r)-‘Ap(r,w) 0 .** 0 ’
= II ,(r)-‘Ap(r, ) 0 *.* 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . M,(?ylN,(l)(r,w) 0 **. 0 I,
:I 
M,(r)-‘N,“‘(r,w) 0 .*a 0 E,*..E, 
= p Mz(r)-‘N~“‘(r,o) 0 ... 0 
M,(‘r)_“~~;‘l;,‘~) . ‘d . . *y . ‘d Ii 1: o***o .d : . . . . o’ . 
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On the other hand, we have 
:I 
M,(r)-‘N,“‘(r,o)E, .a* M,(r)-‘N,“‘(r,w)E, ’ 
= p M,(T)-~N;~+-,w)E~ *.. M,(r)-‘N,“‘(r,w)E, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
M,(r)-‘A’;“(r,o)E, ..a M,(r)-‘N,“‘(r,w)E, 1, 
=p(B(r,o)-‘C(r,o)). 
Thus, under the condition that 0 < r < w < 1, we obtain 
p ~E$‘f&-)-l$l)(l.,W) 
( k 1 
<l. 
For the case 0 < r < w, 1 < w < 2/[1+ p(IDIplI~l)], we have 
1(l-w)~+(w-~)~k+W~k~~(W-l)(~I+(W--)I~kl+wlUkl. (3.7) 
Let 
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From (3.3), (3.4, and (3.71, we obtain 
hence the inequality p(JMAoR (r, W)) < P(& EkM&-)-‘N$2’(‘, W)) holds. 
We now consider 
= (2- w)lDI- m(l&l+ l&l) 
= (Z- w)lDI- wlBI, k=1,2 ,..., cy. (3.9) 
Since M,(r) are M-matrices and Nk(2)(r, w) > 0 for k = 1,2,. . , (Y, the split- 
ting Mk(r)- $“( r,w> is an M-splitting of the matrix (2- o)lZIl- o\Bl for 
k=12 > >..., a. On the other hand, (Z- w)l~l-- w[Bl is an M-matrix if 1 < w 
< 2/(1 + p(lDI-‘II%/) [lo, Theorem 7.21. Thus, we also get 
p(&E,M,(r)-‘i$!2’(r, w)) < 1 from Lemma 2.1(i), (iv) of [5]. 
Under the assumption of the theorem, this completes the proof of 
Theorem 1. n 
Now, we can establish the following convergence theorem of the 
J MAoRR(r. w, P)-method. 
THEOREM 2. A L(R”) be an H-matrix, and CD- L,,uk, Ek), 
k=12 , , . . . , a, be a multisplitting of A. Assume that we have 
(A) = IDI- ILkI- IV,1 = IDI- IBI, k=1,2 ,..., cr. 
Then the _fMAORR( r, w, p)-method converges for any starting vector x0 E R”, 
where 
2 2 
O<r<w, 
’ < @ < 1+ p(I DI-‘IBI) ’ ‘<‘< l+p(H(w)) 
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where 
H(o) = ll- w/z + olDI-‘IBI. 
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Proof. Analogously to the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain the inequality 
+ I1 - p1z. (3.10) 
Hence, for 0 < r < w, 0 < o d 1, p E (0,2/[1+ p(H~))l), from (3.31, (3.51, 
and (3.10) we obtain 
I --fMAORR( ~,~,p)l<~~Ek~k(~)-l~~l)(~,W)+I1--lz 
k 
=PCEkMk(r)-l[Mk(T)--W(A)]+Il--P(z 
k 
=pz+Il-~Iz-W~~Ek~k(T)-l(~I(z-I~t-llBl). 
k 
(3.11) 
Now; let e be defined by eT =[l, 1,. . .,l]~ R”. Since IDI-‘1~1 > 0, and 
the matrix ]D]-l]B]+ eeeT has only positive entries and is irreducible for 
any E > 0 [3], by the theorem of Perron and Frobenius (see [7]), for any E > 0 
there is a vector x, > 0 such that (ID]-‘IB]+ eeeT)x, = pExE, where p, = 
p(lDI-‘]BI+ isseT). M oreover, since 0 < u Q 1, we have &Z(w)) = (1 - WI + 
wp(]D(-‘]BJ) < 1. By continuity of the spectral radius we also get 
I1 - w]+ wpa < 1 (3.12) 
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if .F > 0 is sufficiently small. In this case we obtain from (3.11) 
I =JMAORR( V&p)~~pz+Il-PII 
-wp~EkMk(r)-lIDIIZ-(IDI-‘I~I+&eeT)]~ 
k 
and then, multiplying by xc, 
X[Z-(IDI-'IBI+eeeT)]x,. (3.13) 
Since Mk(r)-l > IDI-‘, we obtain from (3.13) 
I ~MAORR( r,o,p)~x,~[Il-PI+P(I~-~l+~P,)l~,. 
Thus, under the condition that 0 < r < o < 1, we obtain from p E 
(0,2/D + p(H(wNl) 
I -JhMORR( r,w,P)lx, <x,. 
that is, (l-JM,oRa( r, w, @)Ix,)~ /(rJi < 1 for i = 1,2,. . . , n. Therefore, Exer- 
cise 2 in [7, p. 471 guarantees P(_JMAOaR(r, w, P>> < 1. 
On the other hand, for 0 < T < w, 1~ w < 2/[1+ p(I Dl-llBl>l, from (3.3), 
(3.7), (3.8), and (3.10) we have 
~PCEkMk(1.)-1Nk(2)(T,W)+Il-plz 
k 
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By the same argument as we used above, we have 
I JklAORR( r,o,p)l~~~(~z+Il-Plz)~,-PCEk~k(r)-~IDI 
k 
x [(2- w)Z- o(lDI-‘lBl+ Ed)]x, 
~[Il-Pl+P(I1-~l+~P,)]~,. 
Hence, we also obtain from p E (0,2/[1+ p(H(w))]) 
P( =JbMxud r 4P)) -cl. 
Therefore, under the assumptions of the theorem, this completes the 
proof of Theorem 2. n 
4. REMARKS 
(i) Theorems 1 and 2 were proved under the condition that A E L(R”) is 
an H-matrix. It is worthwhile to study whether Theorems 1 and 2 still hold 
under the condition that A is a symmetric positive definite matrix or an 
L-matrix, etc. Moreover, the problem of the optimal choice of these relax- 
ation parameters is also interesting. 
(ii) The parallel multisplitting AOR algorithm also can be applied to the 
block decomposition of the matrix A, and the corresponding convergence 
results can be analogously obtained. 
(iii) The choice of the weighting matrix E affects the convergence 
property and the convergence conditions. In the paper [9], the author 
discussed the problem of choosing the weighting matrices, which enable 
multisplitting algorithms to be developed in depth. 
(iv) In order to better adapt MIMD systems, the chaotic variation of the 
parallel multisplitting relaxed algorithm is worthy of study. 
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